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Panel Questions

• What is different between 3D-stacked ICs and chiplet-based ICs?
  – Are there differences in technology, design, manufacturing flow, and especially test: Test flows, DfT, probing etc.?
  – What test/DfT technology do we need for chiplet-based ICs that we did not need for “conventional” 3D-ICs?

• What new test equipment is required for this new era of chiplets and 3D (or is what we have adequate)?

• Do we need Known Good Die or Chiplets or is Probably Good Die Sufficient? What level of testing is sufficient? Test interfaces? System test?

• Several companies indicate they are using AI-solutions to help with their test strategy, what solutions are you aware of?

• Are new probe methods needed?

• What is the role of inspection and what kind of inspection technology is required?